
Your trust helps us grow…



About Us

Our vision is to provide consulting on Cloud Adoption, Cloud Managed Services & Cyber Security services through 
highly skilled and experienced
professionals to offer best possible service, quality, and value.
We are a young born in Cloud company founded by a group of highly experienced professionals. 

Our vision is to provide our customers with the most innovative and appropriate ways of cloud adoption.
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Onboarding & Transformation
Identifying and managing cloud opportunities and workloads can be challenging. Cloudynamix offers you expertise  on 

your transformation to cloud . Our aim is to make you agnostic and not stick to a cloud.

As our customers want to adopt and consume new technology at the optimal price and performance level. This is to deliver 
value quickly. Ensuring how this happens is key. For which you need the right technology strategy, stakeholder engagement 
across the business, and a structured, successful approach to business change

At Cloudynamix What should customer look forward
Help define the role of the technology and what it should deliver for the 
customer

An unbiased perspective on the right adoption strategy for the customer’s 
organization

Review the current service model to assess operational readiness A service-driven approach to consumption and guiding principles that govern 
its use

Identify and engage key stakeholders, aligning business and technology units Implement an organization policy for stakeholders across the business to buy 
into ‘the why’

Translate the customer’s business requirements into technical specifications An enterprise architecture view of the future

Profile the application landscape to understand the impact of change A clear understanding of the costs and benefits contributing to your ROI



Cloud Lifecycle Services
Identifying and managing cloud opportunities and workloads can be challenging. Cloudynamix offers you expertise on 
cloud Migration services to help partners enable opportunities, depending on their need, the workload targeted, and 

the partner’s level of maturity.  

Assessment Architecture & Design                    Migration
Assessment services help you better understand, classify, and size 
opportunities of existing workloads, creating a roadmap that results 
in a faster progression to  AWS and faster consumption.

Architecture & Design (A&D) services to assist partners with 3-day, 
5-day or 7-day architecture design effort to ensure best practices 
supporting a specific app or workload. 

Migration services provide partners with numerous flexible options 
to easily move customer workloads to single or multiple clouds, 
either using first-party Azure tools or other partner tools for more 
specific migration needs.

• Complete technical resources to assist with Discovery and 
Assessment

• Our solutions architects will deliver full services and assist 
resellers

• Our sales engineers will move in to help seal the deal

• 3, 5 or 7 day services for fixed daily fee
• Includes logical architecture diagram, physical architecture diagram, 

Larger/complex workloads to be delivered in person while simpler 
workloads virtually

• Choose from offerings from trusted ISV or Pro Services partners 
(AWS Site Recovery & Corent SurPaaS MaaS)

• Some tools coupled with other valuable services

• Results in faster progression to AWS, leading to faster 
consumption

• Fixed fee per server/workload makes budgeting simple

• Helps protect partner acquisition costs
• Drives bigger/more complex workloads to  AWS

• Speeds workload migrations to Azure or AWS
• Mitigates risk for partners
• Reduces overall friction in the sales cycle

At Cloudynamix our approach for our customers to scale is on building systems on cloud are 
• Highly Available & Scalable upon Migration
• Highly Reliable & Operable upon Cloud
• Zero Day Secure
• Durable



Cloud Migration
Cloud Migration: Many businesses are looking for better ways to migrate their existing applications to a cloud 

infrastructure to enjoy the same advantages achieved by building applications natively in the cloud

When to Re-platform:
Changing hardware on similar 
operating system and Database
Minimal Reengineering required
Marginal optimization with minimal 
investment

When to Refactor:
Architect as Cloud Native Services to 
Leverage cloud benefits
Reengineering required
Achieve optimized environment for 
agility, productivity and speed

When to Re-host:
• Similar source and destination platforms
• No/minimal reengineering required
• Fastest path to the cloud with minimal 

optimization

Architect Replatform

Rehost

Refactor

Migrate ManageDiscover/Assess

Cloudynamix ensures commitment to its customers on Migration and Support around 
• Serverless

• CNCF
• IaC

• Release Trains
• SecureOps

• Managed Ops



Cloud Managed Services
Cloud Migration: Many businesses are looking for better ways to migrate their existing applications to a cloud 

infrastructure to enjoy the same advantages achieved by building applications natively in the cloud

Business and Consumer  today is very different from what it used to be a few years ago. It is undergoing a paradigm shift, as the business ecosystem is evolving 
and accelerating toward digital data.
Digitalization today has made consumers more powerful and has transformed the expectations of enterprises from their internal IT systems. IT Infra Services is 
now expected to make businesses more service-focused, secure and agile, with ability to deliver converged experiences to their customers.

We at Cloudynamix  provide reliable, efficient and proven cloud infrastructure managed services to clients. We primarily focus on next-generation technology 
enablement, automation, intent-driven IT, tool-based service delivery, and operational excellence.

Our managed services will help you simplify & streamline your processes and free up resources for strategic business initiatives. We will help you design, 
develop, and manage exhaustive cloud solutions that address key components to fit well with your requirements and budgets.

Infrastructure Management
       We can help you to successfully shift to the cloud (build to run)  and manage systems  (run to run) proactively through defined service levels.

Service Management
       Service Operations professionals work round the clock for managing incidents and reviewing alerts to keep the service management needle moving.

Application Management
       We provide consistent support for your development, operations, and maintenance activities related to critical business applications.



Cloud Engineering
Cloud Engineering: As containerization and development in chunks becomes the strategy across business’s small and 

large. The need for platform scalability and design of systems to support at scale is becoming imperative. 

Our Cloud Engineering  & Infrastructure  offering ensure clients get their cloud transformation right the first time. Our experts help build and connect 
sustainable cloud-native systems to thrive in the cloud ecosystem. Services include cloud-native software development, client-specific solutions, container 
deployment, serverless platforms, automation, continuous integration/deployments, custom microservices, and API-based solutions.

Monitoring & Logging
Capture / Categorise and Analyse the date 
generated by application and infrastructure 
to measure performance and changes to 
services before the customer.

Application Development & IaaC
Develop with a modern service-oriented 
architecture using serverless/microservices & 
interact with infrastructure programmatically 
at scale. 

Continuous Delivery
Ensure code can be rapidly & safely deployed 
to production by delivering every change tp a 
production like environment through a 
rigorous automated testing

Continuous Integration
Automate tests against every change to your 
application , so you can ensure that the 
software is always usable.

DevOps



Thank You


